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American Longrifles
&

Kentucky Pistols

Thoughts on the Kentucky Rifle in its Golden Age
by Joe Kindig, Jr. ..................................................#Book-TOKRGA

The famous Kindig Collection of longrifles was perhaps the most 
extensive ever assembled. The author presents 262 nicely carved 
rifles, and treats the subjects as an art form with makers grouped into 
“schools” of similar style. Text includes much research from tax, census, 
and church records, and reveals the apprentice to master relationships 
between famous makers. Since this book was first published in 1960, 
Dr. Shumway has provided many annotation and some illustrations for 
this edition. Large hard bound 9 x 12” format of 561 pages.

Profusely illustrated, this is the BIBLE of Kentucky Rifles! 
#Book-TOKRGA Kentucky Rifle in Golden Age  only $84.99

Rifles of Colonial America ...........................#Book-RCA-V1 or V2
by George Shumway

These magnificent volumes are photographic studies of longrifles 
made in Colonial America before and during the Revolutionary War. 
Many famous makers are represented, including Christian’s Spring, 
and the Edward Marshall rifle, with at least ten large detailed   photos 
of each rifle. Dr. Shumway’s superb photo technique easily makes 
this the most desirable reference on the art of early longrifles ever 
produced. Matching hard bound volumes are large 9 x 12” format, 
profusely illustrated with 650 black and white photos.

Each  volume is sold separately.  
#Book-RCA-V1 Volume 1, 350 pages only $59.99
#Book-RCA-V2 Volume 2, 305 pages only $59.99

Thoughts on the American Flintlock Pistol .......... #Book-TOAFP
by Samuel E. Dyke

This survey of flint pistols shows American made guns ranging 
from simple primitive pieces to elegant sophisticated specimens. 125 
 illustrations accompany the text. Format is 8-1/2 x 11”, soft cover, with 
61 pages. Another great reference for Kentucky pistol builders. 
#Book-TOAFP American Flint Pistols only $14.99

Gunmakers of Illinois, 1683 - 1900, Volume 1 ........#Book-GOI-V1
by Curtis L. Johnson

This first volume lists 456 Illinois gunsmiths names sorted A - F, and 
has 364 illustrations of guns, gunsmiths and shooters, including bench 
rest, Schuetzen target rifles, and 40 and 80 rod guns. 

Some interesting shotguns and shotgunners are shown. Chapters 
cover the history, evolution and distinct styles of the Illinois makers.

Hard bound, 8-1/2 x 11” format, with 200 pages.  
#Book-GOI-V1 Gunmakers of Illinois, Volume 1 only $49.99

Gunmakers of Illinois, 1683 - 1900, Volume 2 ........#Book-GOI-V2
by Curtis L. Johnson

The second of two volumes listing in total 1500 Illinois gunsmiths, 
with 1000 illustrations in the two volume set. The second book covers 
names G through Z, covering guns, gunsmiths, and shooters. Hard 
bound, in 8-1/2 x 11” format, with 284 pages. 
#Book-GOI-V2 Gunmakers of Illinois, Volume 2 only $49.99

Longrifles of North Carolina, Second Edition ............#Book-LNC
by John Bivins, Jr.

Filled with lovely photos, drawings and facts compiled by the late 
John Bivins, Jr. whose gun making skills are legendary. Originally 
printed in 1968, this second edition includes forty new pages. Hard-
bound with dust jacket, over 230 pages, in large 9” x 12” format. 
#Book-LNC Longrifle of North Carolina only $49.99

Longrifle Articles Volumes 1 & 2 .................... #Book-LA-V1 or V2
published in Muzzle Blasts 1965 - 2001

by George Shumway
These are the collected articles published in Muzzle Blasts, the 

magazine of the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association. Soft cover, 
296 pages, black and white photos, 8-1/2” x 11” format.  
#Book-LA-V1 Longrifle Articles, Volume 1 only $34.99
#Book-LA-V2 Longrifle Articles, Volume 2 only $34.99
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